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A. REAL-TIME, TIME-SHARED COMPUTER RESEARCH

Our objective is to develop devices, systems, and languages for fruitful interaction

between scientists and computers, through the use of the computer as a powerful, on-

line aid to understanding. Taking cost and computer capacity into consideration, we

can provide this facility by time-sharing a slightly modified computer with a normal-

sized memory. The computer is equipped with random access files and many low-cost

remote consoles, each of which has low-data-rate graphical and character-producing

input-output devices. The consoles can be operated simultaneously.

Work in this field has been concerned with the following problems. We have tested

on-line programming and computation, utilizing a system of multiple independent type-

writers. An existing digital plotter has been connected to an IBM 709 computer, and

we are constructing a special-purpose computer to control multiple independent plotters.

A prototype of a high-resolution graphical input device for figures and symbols that are

drawn by hand is being built. Design modifications for an IBM 7090 computer have been

proposed and incorporated into the Computation Center machine. Scheduling systems

for time-sharing and memory allocation have been simulated and found satisfactory.

An information-retrieval system for programs and data is being designed. Programming

systems for recognition of handwritten input are being checked out, and new graphical

languages for several major problem classes for input and output have been partially

specified.1-3

In a wider sense, we are investigating theoretical problems, such as associate

memories, information-retrieval systems, pattern recognition, and machine organiza-

tion, with a view toward the development of a comprehensive theory of computation and

information processing.
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